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Comments by Monica Lindblad (in Swedish)
Hej Håkan!
Tack för din portfolio som jag tagit del av med stort intresse! Vi utbildar ganska vitt skilda
yrkesgrupper, men det finns ändå flera likheter mellan de svårigheter vi kan ställas inför i
undervisningen. Då syftar jag bland annat på den utmaning som du nämner i att få de studenter som
är mer introverta att komma till uttryck på ett bra och rättvisande sätt och delta aktivt i
diskussionsgrupper, seminarier eller vid muntliga examinationstillfällen. Att ha en introvert
personlighet behöver inte betyda att studenten är omotiverad, vilket du också särskiljer i
beskrivningarna av studenternas interagerande i de fyra olika grupperna utifrån
motiverade/omotiverade respektive introverta/extroverta studenter. Gupp tre och fyra har det
gemensamma att de handlar om omotiverade studenter. De är förmodligen den största utmaningen
av alla att undervisa.
För introverta eller blyga studenter som är motiverade, kan en variation av uppgifter och
examinationsformer göra att de ändå ges en chans att komma till sin rätt. Till exempel nämner du
Marita Gabres och mitt PUH‐arbete med ”Examination i dialog” (det är undertecknad som du
omnämner som ”et. al” förresten…). I projektet har Marita och jag fått tydlig feedback från
studenterna att de verkligen uppskattar en dialog i den lilla gruppen på tre studenter. De som uppger
att de till och med i seminariegrupper om åtta‐tio studenter känner sig alltför blyga för att göra sin
röst hörd, beskriver att de nu fick en god chans att visa vad de går för, vilket ökade deras självkänsla.
I förekommande fall av omotiverade studenter, måste de ändå anstränga sig på något sätt och
komma förberedda till examinationstillfället för att inte ”göra bort sig” inför de övriga i gruppen.
Grupptrycket i sig verkar därför skapa en viss grad av motivation. Förmåga till kommunikation är
viktigt och här kan vi som lärare använda oss av flera forum som till exempel Adobe Connect (ss. 6‐
7) där möjligheten till att delta anonymt kan vara ett bra lärandetillfälle och öka motivationen till
deltagande. Bra tips!
På s. 7 hänvisar du till Biggs (2011) om att lärare behöver fokusera mer på att lära ut än att försöka
motivera studenter (rätt uppfattat?). Inom hälso‐ och sjukvården arbetar vi mycket med pedagogik
gentemot patienter och närstående, bland annat genom motiverande samtal för att exempelvis
åstadkomma livsstilsförändringar. Fokus läggs på att hjälpa patienten att hitta sin egen inre
motivation för att uppnå en hållbar utveckling. Precis som du skriver (s. 18), är det viktigt att
undervisningen upplevs som meningsfull och relevant. Det är kanske det viktigaste incitamentet för
att skapa motivation.
Förmågan till kritisk reflektion och analys och möjligheten att få omsätta sina kunskaper i praktiken,
är något som lyfts i båda våra essäer som särskilt värdefullt. Här nämner du betydelsen av att
använda sin kunskap för att göra egna erfarenheter och utvecklas. Studenterna behöver ges tillfällen
att laborera och testa, vilket också naturligtvis kan medföra att de gör misstag, men det utgör en del
av lärandet i sig. Learning by doing!
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Comments to Monica Lindblad
Hej Monica,
Det var mycket intressant att läsa dina essäer och jag lärde mig dessutom en hel del nya saker om sjukvård
och sjukvårdsutbildning som var mycket intressant. Tycker det är inspirerande att ni har en hel del praktik,
nånting som jag kämpar mycket för att vi skall utöka inom ekonomi och IT utbildningarna. Hos
ingenjörerna har jag varit inblandad i en kurs som kör 7,5 poäng internationell internship. Detta har varit
mycket uppskattat både hos studenter och arbetsgivare.
Samtidigt som våra ämnen är väldigt olika så ser jag ändå väldigt många gemensamma möjligheter och
utmaningar tycker det är väldigt intressant att se hur ni jobbar med dessa frågor.
I första essän nämner du att vad gäller sårvård så matchar inte riktigt kurserna med den praktiken
studenterna får, då sårvård främst sker i primärvården. Som en lekman med ett utanförperspektiv undrar
jag lite naivt om det är möjligt att förlägga delar av praktiken på vårdcentraler tidigare? Fick förresten slå
upp detta med VFU (verksamhetsförlagd Undervisning). Hos oss pratar vi mer om olika former av praktik
och internships. Jag använder ibland själv förkortningar som jag utgår ifrån att alla vet betydelsen på, men
det är inte alltid fallet.
I andra essän nämner du värdet av kollegaobservationen och jar tycker precis som du att det å ena sidan
kan var lite skrämmande, men att det samtidigt är mycket bra sätt att få igång en självreflektion över hur
man kan utvecklas som en bättre lärare. Jag tror inte vi skall vara rädda för att andra tittar på hur vi jobbar
utan se detta som en fantastisk möjlighet till utveckling istället.
I din tredje essä om din pedagiska grundsyn tycker jag att du på ett mycket bra sätt tar upp hur du och ni
väver ihop teorin med praktiska simuleringsövningar. Jag har tidigare kommit i kontakt med forskare och
lärare inom tandvård och de jobbar en del med Haptic Systems t.ex.:
Tse, Brian, et al. "Design and development of a haptic dental training system‐haptel." Haptics: Generating
and perceiving tangible sensations. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2010. 101‐108.
Vet inte om det är möjligt på något sätt inom annan sjukvård att använda Haptics. Hade gärna viljat läsa
lite mer om hur ni jobbar rent praktiskt med detta. Väldigt inspirerande då jag själv kör en del labbar i
mina kurser och väver ihop efterforskningar med hands‐on arbete att jobba med datorer och att installera
och konfigurera programvaror.
Jag skulle också gärna se lite mer i Essä 3 om din egen grundsyn hur du tänker på det här med pedagogik
och olika former av lärande. Eftersom jag även själv jobbar med det här hos oss på IT utbildningarna (Bl.a.
med inspiration från ert PUH arbete) är jag dessutom väldigt nyfiken på hur ni kommer jobba vidare med
muntliga examinationer och vad som är nästa steg. Kommer ni fortsätta med upplägget att ni kör två
lärare och tre studenter eller ser ni andra möjliga upplägg? Kommer ni testa detta i andra kurser också.
Tror ni att det finns olika kurser och moment som är mer och mindre lämpade för detta? Vad har ni fått
för respons från era kollegor och era chefer hittils. Är detta nånting som ni tror att ni kommer fortsätta
att använda i framtiden?
Se även lite småkommentarer i själva texen också.
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Pedagogic Occurence
(Pedagogiskt Arrangemang)
-How to make lectures more interactive

Intro
In the world of higher education where many competing matters exist. But, most educators will agree
that as high quality education as possible must be achieved

As a teacher I ask myself; how can we boost class room interaction and make the students more involved
in the discussions. ‘How can I make the students more interested and involved in the lectures’ and ‘what
do we need to do to make them interact during class’ where two questions raised during a Brain storm
session carried out at University of Borås on November 11, 2015. The participants all believed that the
quality of lectures and students learning would be enhanced by a higher level of involvement and
interaction.

In the case of guest lectures it was noticeable that with adjunct professors from the industry the students
seemed more interested and involved. However, as (Tohey 1999) says, Casual staff may bring recent
professional experience to the classroom. At the same time they are more likely to be inexperienced
teachers with a limited repertoire of teaching strategies. So how can we achieve this involvement and
interaction in regular lectures?

Distinguished teacher awards encourage the perception that an outstanding teacher is one who does
‘teacherly’ things better than other teachers do (Biggs 2011). But how about all the mainstream hard
working teachers with good or even great skills of the topic, what can they do? As (Agnieszka 2004) points
out, critical reflection [… ] belong in higher education. But how do we then tackle the issue of less
motivated and interested students and how can we make sure to deliver quality education.
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The Learning process includes giving and taking from both teacher and student (Agnieszka 2004). But how
can we make the student give and take more? Below is an attempt to illustrate the student interaction by
categorizing the student into four groups:

1. Motivated and Extrovert. This group is generally the least problematic in this context as they are
easily involved in discussion.
2. Motivated and Introvert. This group of motivated students are harder to involve in the discussions
as they are tend to be a little shy and even though they possess knowledge that would be useful
in the lecture.
3. Unmotivated and Extrovert. Can in some cases even disturb the classes as they may for example
talk to other students about things not related to class.
4. Unmotivated and introvert. Similar to number three, but less outspoken.

Another interesting challenge and opportunity is to try to find out how to make group three and four
more interested and involved.

Figure 1 An attempt to illustrate student interaction
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Mini Pilot Study
During the spring of 2014 a pilot was carried out with two different groups of students. One of the groups
where ITEK (IT tekniker programmet) taking a course in Inforamtion Security and the other group was
IMIT (Internationell Marknadsföring och IT Programmet) taking a course in e‐Business.

For this study a customized version of Adobe Connect was used utilizing only the chat function of this
software (Sunet 2015).

In both cases it was a normal classroom lecture situation, but students were encouraged to login
anonymously to the adobe connect chatroom using their portable computers or mobile phones.

Figure 2 power point slide with chat window to the right

After interviewing the students in smaller groups after class and reviewing the chat logs, the data shows
that. The above, together with the general feeling of the lecturer indicate that a higher degree of
interaction was accomplished on both these two occasions.

Conclusions and discussion
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The study was small as it involved only two lectures but still showed some interesting results and there
were actually interesting ideas and feedback provided by the students through the chat tool. Never mind
the teaching – feel the learning (Race 2001)

As (Biggs 2011) highlights, motivation follows good learning as night follows day

Teachers might worry less about motivating student and more about teaching (Biggs 2011), and with
larger and larger groups of students in each course and less hours allocated for the teachers in each course
entwined with additional administrative work and bureaucracy, there is a risk that the teachers may not
have time to try out new innovative ways of teaching in the classroom.

In order to learn more studies could be carried out and if a chat tool could be developed with the following
features:


‐The chat screen to be possible to customize in size and location (e.g. to the right or below the
presentation) and power point slides in full screen mode (see figure 3, below)



‐Simple anonymous login for students



‐Automatic save of logs for future reference (e.g. planning for next class and even course
evaluations).

More interesting empirical data could be derived and possible a new way to teachers to work and for
students to interact could be developed.

Figure 3 power point in full screen with clean chat window
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In relatively recent history in UK higher education….look to the right and left of you…only one of you will
achieve a degree…nowadays, staff are more likely to be deeply concerned to maximize the number of
students to complete their awards (Race 2001). Currently the universities try much harder to make a
higher number of students to reach a degree, but there is still much work to be done if we want to highly
motivated and skilled resources to businesses and other organizations.

The example covered is, of course, not the‐one‐size‐fits‐all ultimate solution to improve education for all
students, but it has thus far showed some promising results and could be pursued further.

References
Agnieszka, B., Wilhelmson, Lena., (2004). Lärprocesser i Högre utbildning, Liber.
Biggs, J., Tang, Catherine., (2011). Tweaching for Quality Learning at University, Mc Graw
Hill.
Race, P. (2001). The Lecurer's Toolkit, Routledge.
Sunet (2015). "Adobe Connect." Retrieved 26-Nov-2015, 2015, from
http://www.meetings.sunet.se/.
Tohey, S. (1999). Designing Courses for Higher Education, Open University Press.
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Essay 2‐ Observation
-Faculty Peer ObservationBy Håkan Alm (and observations by Mr. Hannes Göbel)
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Introduction
In the world of education and higher learning Universities are often looked upon as carriers of superior
knowledge and tradition. The students seen as empty vessels that Universities and their professors will
fill with knowledge and wisdom. Distinguished teacher awards encourage the perception that an
outstanding teacher is one who does ‘teacherly’ things better than other teachers do (Biggs 2011). But
how about all the mainstream hard working teachers with good or even great skills of the topic, what can
they do?
As (Filipponi, Harris et al. 2015) points out, we as academics must develop more critically considered
approaches to supporting teaching and learning that utilise real world experiences to promote learning
and culturally competent professional development of students. Teaching staff themselves need to be
supported in developing the necessary skills of facilitation and active learning methods. Higher Education
Institutions need to ‘open their doors’ to facilitate the development of relationships with external
organizations to develop mutually supporting collaborative networks.
In all educational setting we have many competing priorities. However, most teachers will agree that as
high quality education as possible must be achieved. The Learning process includes giving and taking from
both teacher and student (Agnieszka 2004).

Comments from a faculty colleague at U. Borås (in Swedish)
(Many Thanks to Mr. Hannes Göbel)
Jag uppfattar det som att du (1)anpassade dig på ett bra sätt den enskilda gruppens kunskapsnivå. Du
hittade, så att säga, studenternas plats i världen på ett snabbt sätt. Istället för att diskutera deras
inledande fråga som rörde rubriker så (2)tog du dem tillbaka till grunderna och syftet med uppgiften.
(3)Du ställde frågor till dem så att de fick tänka själva samtidigt som du också tillhandahöll svar vid de
tillfällen som det krävdes. (4)Du använde också ett rollspel med bra exempel som jag tror gör att
studenterna får en realistisk bild av verkligheten.
Studenterna verkade nöjda. Jag tror att de hann ställa de frågor som de önskade. Under denna korta
observation noterade jag enbart en sak som du möjligtvis kan tänka på. (5)Studenterna inledde med en
fråga om rubriker och även om du i stora drag talade om vad uppgiften handlade om (mycket pedagogiskt)
så tror jag inte de blev klarare över den faktiska rubriksättningen. Om jag tänker mig in i studenternas
situation kanske det hade underlättat för dem att få dessa förslag eftersom det kan fungera som "guide"
i deras fortsatta arbetet. Å andra sidan så inser jag att det är mycket bra att studenterna får tänka själva
och försöka själv.
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Reflection on my own teaching performance
Why have lectures? (Race 2007), asks. There has been quite a lot written about how ineffective the
traditional lecture can be in terms of learning payoff for the students. If the only reasons for the lectures
are to meet students’ expectations and to fill up students and teachers time tables as well as following
the norm, it can well be a waste of everyone’s time and the schools’ resources.
Rather, in my opinion, lecture and classroom time can be used to enthuse the students to get together in
topic relevant discussions, share experiences, debate different viewpoints. When I teach, I often times,
like to take the role of a discussion moderator and a facilitator. As (Agnieszka 2004) points out, critical
reflection … belong in higher education.

To comment on Hannes’ feedback (Summarized and in bullet points translated to English):
Positives
1. You adjusted in a good way to the level of knowledge appropriate for the group. You found, so to
speak the students’ position and levelled with them.
Hannes’ kind words naturally makes me very happy, even though I’m not sure if I deserve all that
praise… However, I do feel that I am pretty good at putting myself in the ‘the shoes of another
person’ and therefore I can easily relate to the difficulty and sometimes frustration in trying to
understanding new concepts.
2. You took them ’back to basics’ and the real purpose of the assignment.
Also related to the above statement that in order to help to reach an understanding, you
sometimes need to lift the discussion to a higher level.
3. You asked them questions in order to make them think by themselves and at the same time you
provide factual answers when necessary.
I’ve found that as a teacher, especially when dealing with smaller groups, that to ‘force’ the
students to think by themselves by asking questions can be a powerful tool for invoking analytical
thinking and learning.
4. You also used a type of role play with good examples in order for the students to get an accurate
view of reality.
In a way I’m using my own medicine from number 2 where I encourage the students to ‘walk the
footsteps of a stranger’ in small role plays to better understand someone else’s situation to relate
to their specific problems and ultimately present appropriate solutions.
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Negatives (room for improvement)
5. The students started by asking a question about headlines in the report and even though you in
general terms explained what the assignment was all about (in a very pedagogical way)I don’t
think they got any wiser on the actual headlines issue…

I’m well aware of the fact that my energy and my enthusiasm can easily get me carried away and this can
lead to me missing out on details. This is of course one area I need to work on and I should perhaps make
little notes when I leave one topic in order to not forget to get back to it a later stage. In this specific
student group it was not a very serious problem as I met them two more times before the end of project
so we could sort out this and other details.

I have also noticed that by using humor and not taking myself so seriously (sometimes I take the role as
the classroom clown) it helps the students to relax and be more willing to participate in classroom
discussions and activities. The chosen pedagogies reveal that, calculated risk taking, high expectations and
the faith to give students real responsibility, facilitates personal and professional growth through the
authentic experience of learning in practice.(Filipponi, Harris et al. 2015). I know this sounds like a cliché,
but I feel that after a good class I have learned as much from the students as they have from me. Many of
the courses I teach are near my research and I often get ideas and inspiration to my research from my
students. One of the main reasons for me becoming a teacher (my work as an IT entrepreneur is definitely
more profitable) is that I enjoy interfacing with young, bright and enthusiastic people that look at
possibilities rather than problems.
To enthuse students and make them engaged in discussion is important, but it is still really important keep
regular breaks. A lecture can be up to three hours, but we normally take short breaks (5‐15 minutes) every
40‐50 minutes. In the first lecture of a course we normally jointly assign a ‘time manager’ among the
students to remind ourselves that we keep breaks on regular intervals.
In smaller group sessions (e.g. workshops and supervising sessions) I rarely give the students the answers
but rather twist and turn the problems and introduce new view points to the problems and issues to force
their minds (and mine) to think in different patterns. It normally leads to that the students present the
solutions themselves, again with me as a discussion moderator.
Also, In the case of guest lectures It was noticeable that with adjunct professors from the industry the
students seemed more interested and involved. However, as (Tohey 1999) says, Casual staff may bring
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recent professional experience to the classroom. At the same time they are more likely to be
inexperienced teachers with a limited repertoire of teaching strategies. I think that my mixed background
with 20+ years of international industry experience in combination with my Industrial PhD and last 8 years
of part time and lately full time of lecturing experience can be a good compliment to my more academic
faculty colleagues. As (Hellstén M. and Reid A. 2008) points out, Outcomes include, in addition to, the
acquisition of knowledge and analytical skills, the development of perspectives and affective elements
that are not necessarily based in the strictly academic elements of study abroad… internship alongside
study programs.

Faculty peer observation as a method and a means for professional
development
As a researcher we are very used to peer reviews of what we write, in a lecture and classroom setting, not
so much. I believe, however, that this is a very powerful tool to enhance our performance as lecturers. In
my role as Program Director for the Business and IT program we are carefully introducing this to our
lecturers. I believe observations like this can be seen as a bit threatening to the lecturers and make some
feel uneasy. But if the criticism is truly constructive and delivered in a positive manner, I believe those in
doubt can be won over. Further this feedback can be hands‐on tools to help us improve. For example
certain things that are very easy and obvious for a teacher, may be hard for students to understand. A
colleague could point out that more examples and explanations could be given and exercise could be
prepared to enhance understanding. Other issues are could be very practical ones. I know as a lecturer
we are active and keep moving, where students listening are more passive and can get very tired or even
sleepy by just listening. To point out to teachers to keep the sessions shorter with a few small breaks can
have an immense impact on the quality of learning.

I’ve also noticed from the quick observation that Mr. Hannes Göbel did observing me that he managed to
pinpoint a some important things that I can improve on in terms of reconnecting to earlier issues and
questions raised as well as time management as I have a tendency to get too carried away at times.
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Essay 3 ‐ Educational Principles
–Put teaching into practice and passion into action

(Robinson 2010)
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Discussion
In a world of rapid change, where so many areas and industries are reinventing themselves every few
months or years. It is interesting to see how some industries manage to stay the same in how they think
and operate. To mention a few, military and hospitals (to a certain extent) fit into this category. Education
in general and Universities in specific are organizations that generally have a high reluctance to change
(Lozano 2006). Education is, in many ways, carried out in same way today as it was hundreds of years ago
(Clarke 1996). Besides the fact that we normally have LCD projectors in the classrooms, the setup is same
or similar to how it has been for hundreds of years. As (Hellstén M. and Reid A. 2008) puts it, Questions
of quality and efficacy of teaching and learning academic achievement have been actively debated by
scholars. A University today works in much the same way as a factory did in the early part of the industrial
revolution (Robinson 2010). As a lecturer myself for a number of years, needless to say, I have my own
fair share of the blame in this.
Students in University must be encouraged to think for themselves not just learning things by heart and
accept all the ‘truths’ we provide them as teachers. We must create an environment where students are
given the tools and are expected to question established truths. In my own teaching I always get the most
pleased when students what I say and beat me with better reasoning.
Information refers to data that has been given some meaning by way of relational connection. In
computing terms it is data that has been processed. Knowledge is the concise and appropriate collection
of information in a way that makes it useful (differencebetween.net 2016). The way I look at it knowledge
is actionable information.
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Figure 4 information vs. knowledge

To bring this discussion further: a wise man once told me that you can only learn from your own mistakes.
I don’t fully agree to this as I do think both academic literature industry case studies can teach our students
lots of things to do and not do, but at the same time. The experience gained by trying by yourself in a lab
environment and/or during internships and thesis work at actual organisation in the industry is invaluable
to the students learning and will give perspective to the more academic style learning we provide within
the walls of the university. Using the knowledge gained (and often times failing trying to use it) will lead
to wisdom.
It is easy to criticize academia and academics as slow, rigid and inflexible, but at the same time my many
years of industry has shown me that always ‘shooting from the hip’ John Wayne style can lead to some
very disastrous and expensive mistakes as well. My objective in my teaching is to combine the
thoroughness and analytic reflectiveness with the energy and initiative from industry and together build
a better tomorrow and to help students understand and respect the two and see the respective benefits
and its coexistence.
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Figure 5 Knowledge vs wisdom

My pedagogic principles are, I believe, relatively simple: We can learn from other’s successes and failures
from theory and case studies, but it becomes much more concrete and easy to grasp when these lessons
learned gets put in context through combining it practical experience in an industry setting. As (Biggs J.
2001) puts it Not many […] are able to take the reader along the middle road, where theory applied with
a delicate touch enables us to transform our practice. In my opinion, when combining the theoretical
occurrences of literature and lectures with labs as well as hands‐on assignments in relevant industries,
true learning happens. The academia must also help the learners to maintain a reflective mindset to find
a good balance between theories and practice. Facts without reflection rarely brings development and
learning (Agnierszka and Wilhelmsson L. 2010). In order useful knowledge (and hopefully even wisdom) ,
we need to: define what learning outcomes students are meant to achieve when teachers address the
topics they are meant to teach (Biggs J. 2001). Another important thing to me is fairness and equality. As
someone wisely stated ‘equality is not that everyone is the same, but rather that everyone has the same
value. The fairness is, of course, important when it comes to ethnicity, race, religion, sex etc., but also
when it comes to how we are as people. It is, for example, clear to me that introverts score better on
written assignments and tests, which can gives an unfair distribution of grades. In order to combat this
oral activities (e.g. presentations) and am looking at various forms of oral examinations.
Presently I’ve been experimenting with using an online tool that I’ve developed to enhance classroom
interaction (see Essay 1) with some initial very encouraging results. ). As (Agnieszka 2004) points out,
critical reflection … belong in higher education. But how do we then tackle the issue of unmotivated and
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disinterested students? As I explained earlier when describing my educational principles, reflection and
questioning established facts is, in my mind, a crucial element of learning and to encourage the introvert
students to give input and try their ideas on others is a very powerful tool to enhance the learning of the
whole group.
In my last two courses of e‐Government and Roles of System Development, I’ve added a small self‐
assessment part of the individual assignments. This is another fora for the students to reflect (and in this
case) of their own performance and ambition level of the task they carried out. My experience, thus far,
is that they are mostly brutally honest to themselves and can to a high extent pinpoint their own strong
and weak areas of their efforts. Interestingly 80‐90 percent of the time, the grade the student suggest is
the same as what I had in mind (I normally read that part after I make my own assessment).
When it comes to the Future, I’ve also started looking at various forms of Oral exams as I got very inspired
by Marita Gabre et al. presentation in this matter in the pedagogic development project (PUH. I know that
my friends and colleagues at Copenhagen Business School keep this as a standard and I see some potential
benefits to do this in some courses as a compliment to written exams in others. For example there is an
advantage for introverts to have written exams, even though it doesn’t necessarily mean that they know
more or have understood better than extroverts. If mixing the two, it could be a way to make the overall
grading more fair, which nicely harmonizes with my educational principles of fairness. The collective
consequence for educators and learners is on related to the objective of effective learning possibilities for
all. This is one of the challenges of the new century which has seen the narrowing of educational borders
(Hellstén M. and Reid A. 2008).
Further, another real interesting opportunity, in my opinion is Peer to peer grading by students. The idea
is that for both written exams and submitted reports and papers, each student (or group of students) will
examine and assess the contribution from three others. To a certain extent we do this for the students
thesis work (C‐Uppsats), but I would like to take it a bit further. I see a few possible advantages in doing it
this way. I believe when reading and commenting on other students work it will give a deeper
understanding of what they have learned and written themselves and I also see potential time saving in
the grading work as, best case, the students’ peer‐to‐peer assessments will help me to make a higher
quality decision sooner. The chosen pedagogies reveal that, calculated risk taking, high expectations and
the faith to give students real responsibility, facilitates personal and professional growth through the
authentic experience of learning in practice (Filipponi, Harris et al. 2015). In my earlier brief of my
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educational principles reflection is a very important part of the learning and when critically evaluating
others work, it is my strong belief that it also makes you reflect on your own ideas. They are also
encouraged to monitor the effectiveness of their own learning and studying by themselves, adjusting their
learning process where necessary (Entwistle 2009). This peer‐to‐peer evaluation is just an embryo of an
idea and among many challenges, I need to research how and if this is even possible to do in Sweden from
a legal point of view.
Another thing that has inspired me and that I have already suggested to my immediate superior in the
Information Technology section is to on an ongoing basis carry out Peer to peer teacher observation in
classroom setting as a recurring feature. I believe it will help my teacher colleagues and myself to improve.
In some Universities this is already a reality. For example at NUS (National University of Singapore).
Distinguished teacher awards encourage the perception that an outstanding teacher is one who does
teacherly things better than other teachers do (Biggs 2011). In my opinion, all teachers can improve and I
know from my own experience, I did things that was not perfect and could deal with it and improve it, but
some of those things I was unaware of so I could not fix them until a colleague pointed it out to me.

Conclusions
If we are resilient we will be capable of withstanding and recovering quickly from unexpected disruptions
and changes (Christopher and Peck 2004). Even if I fully agree that resilience is important, it should be for
handling disruption and not for refusing to reinvent ourselves and improve the way we work.
In the text I’ve mentioned a few areas where I in my work have tried, or will try new ways for better ways
of teaching and learning. I’m well aware that none of these attempts are serious ‘game changers’, but do
believe that by a little bit of bravery and flexibility we can do a lot to improve others’ and our own situation
in a rigorous and inflexible organisation.
Many of the ideas and concerns I had from before the pedagogics course I now got an opportunity to
discuss and reflect on with my colleagues and it also triggered my to try new thing and further explore
things I’ve kicked off earlier. The literature and the lectures in the course also put names on issues and
ideas I’ve been playing with and have enhanced my understanding.
Progress of pedagogy is halted due to academics having omitted to ask relevant questions to the students
themselves (Hellstén M. and Reid A. 2008). In my role as a teacher much of my time (in classroom and
outside) is spent on asking questions and listening and I feel that I’m learning as much as I’m teaching.
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Just because we work in an organization reluctant to change (and sometimes vigorously refuses change)
doesn’t mean that we should not try. As educators, I believe, we have an obligation to enhance learning
and we must dare to try new novel ways in doing so.
I think the pedagogics course have greatly helped me to develop as an educator in many way and on many
levels. One interesting aspect that I would like to highlight is the networking and sharing of experience
with other teachers in entirely different fields and how similar (and, of course, in some cases very
different) our challenges are. I think it’s to partake in a fora and share experiences with people from
different fields as the discussions for obvious reasons will force us to focus entirely on pedagogics. I hope
that the scope of our pedagogics course will expand in the future to have recurring half or full day of
sharing experiences each semester (or at least each year). I know that we all have many new ideas of
things that we want to try (and in many cases, currently are trying) in our teaching and I would love to get
regular updates on successes and failures from these initiatives.
As (Biggs 2011) highlights, motivation follows good learning as night follows day and that sharing
experiences with other teachers is a great motivator.
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